CHAPTER XXIV
THE PEERS AND THE PARLIAMENT BILL
The "Sufficient Majority"—The '* Emergence of a Certainty "—Attitude of the
Opposition—Mr. Balfour's opinion—The King and Lord Lansdowne—The
question for the Peers—Reforming themselves—Lord Lansdowne's Bill—A
choice of evils—The Coronation interval—Parliament Bill in the Lords-
Destructive amendments—Communicating with Lord Lansdowne—Asquith's
letter to the Unionist Leaders—The Die-hard Movement—An undelivered
speech.	J. a. 8.
thebe had been some discussions between the King and Asquith
ge as to what should be a " sufficient " majority to bring the under-
standing into play, but no one could question that the majority of
126 with which the Government came back after the December
election answered the definition. Though the numbers were almost
the same as at the January election, the December majority was in
reality a far more serviceable one, for it was concentrated on the
dominant issue, and there were no other questions which divided it.
On their favourite theory that Irish—or at all events Irish Nation-
alist votes—did not or ought not to count, and that Scottish and
Welsh votes should have less weight than English, the Unionist
statisticians again challenged its authority and pointed out that
England, taken by itself, had returned a Unionist majority of
fourteen. To which the Liberal statisticians replied that if the
plural votes were subtracted there would be a handsome majority
of voters not only in the inferior parts of the Kingdom, but in
England itself. AH that mattered to the Government was that as a
referendum of the whole people, the result was beyond challenge in
the new Parliament.
What struck the popular imagination in January 1911 was, as
Mr. Birrell said, " the sudden emergence of a certainty." Prom ths
day in 1894 when Mr, Gladstone had said that the controversy
between the two Houses " must go on to its issue/' the public had
watched them sparring and manoeuvring with an increasing doubt
whether either would ever seriously close in upon the other. Up tp
the 1906 Parliament the Peers on the whole had chosen their ground
ft&oitly and retired in good order, when pressed by superior forces*
% to tfee same date Liberals had threatened and protested, declared
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